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ABSTRACT 

I analyze the current limitations on VR games due to VR           
simulation sickness and hardware. I also delve into how the          
developers in the industry deal with these design restrictions         
and how this will relate to my team's own VR project. More            
specifically I look into Resident Evil 7 VR, Arizona Sunshine, and           
SuperHot VR. I compare the games methods of dealing with VR           
simulation sickness against how successful they were at it and          
how this design approach affected the game. This information         
is then used to recommend certain techniques to my team that           
are applicable to our project.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
When NVidia launched their GTX 900 series graphics cards[4],         
in September 2014, the interest in Virtual Reality(VR) grew         
significantly due to these graphics cards being ‘VR Ready’. This,          
coupled with more economically accessible VR headsets, like        
the Google Cardboard[5]for the mobile platform, has swiftly        
turned a gimmick into a game mechanic and an experience for           
end users. With prices starting as low as five pounds (Google           
Cardboard) there is no surprise that the VR consumer base is           
growing.  
 
Due to the recent growth, there has naturally been more          
development towards VR games from many indie developers        
and a few triple-A(AAA) developers. With more powerful        
machines like the PlayStation 4(PS4)[6] and mid to high-end         
computers we are seeing more high fidelity and detailed VR          
games being developed by AAA developers such as Resident         
Evil 7 for the PlayStation VR and Fallout 4 VR for the HTC Vive.  
 
Since the rise of VR, there have been many reports of VR            
simulation sickness occurring when using a VR headset. There         
are several factors that can be to blame for the cause of VR             
simulation sickness and some ways that this can be mitigated.  
 
This paper will be examining the causes and mitigation of VR           
simulation sickness, as well as the technical limitations of VR          
games on the HTC Vive and PlayStation VR platforms. This will           
allow us to more accurately predict how much detail my team           
and I can get into our virtual environment whilst still          
maintaining an optimised, immersive experience for the user        
that is less likely to be hampered by VR simulation sickness. 

2. Virtual Reality 
VR is still a new genre to the game industry despite primitive            
examples dating back as far as 1838 with the invention of the            
Wheatstone stereoscope[7]. This device used two mirrors at        
forty-five-degree angles from the user's eyes. These mirrors        
face in opposite directions that direct the eyes to two copies of            
the same image, this leads to the user seeing a          
three-dimensional image of two pictures. 
 
In 1993 the VR Powered Shades developed by Sega were seen           
at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show[8] and were        
scheduled for release the following year in 1994 but were          
never released. 
 
The more modern Oculus Rift was first seen at the Electronic           
Entertainment Expo(E3) in 2012 with a prototype built by         
Palmer Luckey and John Carmack. The HTC Vive and         
PlayStation VR were presented in 2014, with all three of the           
devices releasing consumer versions of the headsets in 2016. 
 

2.1 Limitations and VR Simulation Sickness 
Since the release of the Oculus Rift Development Kit in 2013           
many VR users have complained about nausea and other         
effects whilst using VR headsets, this is commonly referred to          
as motion sickness but in fact is the complete opposite. A good            
example of motion sickness would be, sitting in a car traveling           
down a motorway at high speed. Your brain will become          
confused as your eyes are telling the brain that you are           
stationary whilst your other senses will contradict this. VR         
simulation sickness is where your body is telling your brain it is            
stationary and your eyes are telling your brain that you’re in           
motion. This can create the feeling of nausea, sickness, and a           
general unwellness.  
 
When using a VR headset there are many different reasons          
why you might start to feel the onset of, or may exacerbate the             
feelings of, VR simulation sickness such as; 
 

● Low or irregular frames per second [9] 
● High speed or mobility [9][10] 
● Standing during use[9][11] 
● Fatigue and other illnesses[9][11] 
● Unacclimatized to VR experiences[9] 
● Illogical or poor quality animations in game[9] 
● Lack of/poor head tracking when user moves       

head[10][12] 
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Whilst these are the major contributors to VR simulation         
sickness, one person might not suffer in one game whilst          
another person might feel nauseous ten minutes into        
gameplay. Researchers believe that age, gender, health and        
many other factors can impact an individual's resistance to VR          
simulation sickness[9].  
 
Due to the current limitations of processing and rendering         
power in modern computer systems, it is difficult to develop a           
highly detailed and realistic environment for use in VR whilst          
maintaining high frame rates in games. This is due to the dual            
screen rendering used in VR headsets to allow each eye to see            
a separate image to create a 3D effect similar to the           
Wheatstone stereoscope mentioned earlier. The HTC Vive       
renders a resolution of 1080 x 1200 (pixels) per eye, equating           
to a combined resolution of 2160 x 1200. With the standard in            
pc gaming being a 1920 x 1080 resolution at roughly 60 frames            
per second in a AAA game, it is understandable to see how a             
higher resolution with a need for more frames, roughly 90, is           
hard to attain for average PC users. An acceptable way to           
combat low frame rates is to have fewer objects in a game            
which would detract from the environment but allow the user          
to have a more comfortable VR experience.  
 
Some of the causes of VR simulation sickness can come down           
to user error or lack of acclimatization to VR experiences. To           
help this, users should sit down during gameplay, ensure that          
frame rate is at least 60 or above, and not use VR technology             
when they are tired or ill.  
 
Other causes of VR simulation sickness can be mitigated by          
design choices the developers make on VR games. Most         
developers use less detailed environments to keep frame rates         
high and use specific movement mechanics like teleportation        
or user movement tracking. Adding a static reference frame is          
another way some VR developers have combatted VR        
simulation sickness, this helps the user ground themselves to         
the motion[10]. This could be a cockpit for a spaceship or           
plane, dashboard of a car or even the nose of your character. 

3. KEY PLAYERS 
There are many key players currently developing in this area          
such as Bethesda Softworks (Skyrim VR, Fallout 4 VR, and          
Doom VFR), Square Enix (Monsters of the Deep: Final Fantasy          
XV) and Croteam (The Talos Principle VR). These upcoming         
games are great examples of high-quality AAA games that have          
highly detailed environments running on a VR headset. There         
would need to be substantial optimisations made to these         
games to make them run smoothly on a VR platform.  
 
My goal is to find out, realistically, how much detail my team            
can get into our VR environment whilst ensuring the user does           
not get VR simulation sickness or otherwise have to stop          
playing prematurely. For this reason, I will be looking at a           
highly detailed game, medium detailed game, and a low         
detailed game. I will be using the following games to look at            
the differences in detail and controls and how that affects the           
user's VR experience; 
 

● Highly detailed VR game - Resident Evil 7 VR 
● Medium detailed VR game - Arizona Sunshine 
● Low detailed VR game -  Superhot VR 

 

3.1 Resident Evil 7 VR 
The base game of Resident Evil 7 received high scores from           
reviewers with mostly 8’s, 9’s and 10’s (or equivalent) from          
major reviewers. The non-VR experience has high levels of         
detail and all of the modern graphical features like         
Anti-Aliasing and high-resolution textures. After researching      
the VR experience however it is glaringly obvious that some of           
these features have been scaled back to increase frame rates.          
Anti-Aliasing is a very CPU intensive feature that reduces         
jagged lines on the edges of objects. Having removed this as           
well as having lower resolution textures detracts from the         
overall realism of the game creating a lesser experience for the           
VR version of the game. Andrew Webster writing for The          
Verge criticized how this affected his ability to play the game in            
VR along with many other reasons why he thought the game           
was a better experience with the VR headset off[13]. 

Another review by Chloi Rad for IGN praises the game for its            
customisable VR options allowing players to choose some of         
the controls they would like to enable or disable on the           
headset to have a more comfortable experience[14]. The        
writer also tells us about how the horror wasn’t the strongest           
part of the VR experience but the exploring in between, where           
you can lean to one side to peak around a corner amongst            
other things[8]. 

3.2 Arizona Sunshine 
Arizona Sunshine is well done in terms of VR controls and           
mitigating VR simulation sickness. The game comes with three         
different movement control layouts which allow users to use         
what works for them[15]. This could affect the player is having           
to buy an extra accessory for one of the movement controls or            
a disconnect from the game when using a normal controller for           
another. Motion tracking in the game is one for one when           
using the extra accessory and animations are smooth creating         
no disconnect for the player.  

The game although being quite detailed, unfortunately, looks        
flat compared to none-VR games[16] that have extra details         
like rocks sticking out of the floor and high poly character           
models, which detracts somewhat from the realism and        
immersion of the game.  

3.3 SuperHot VR 
SuperHot has a very unique and interesting mechanic tied to          
the core gameplay, where time stands still when you do. This is            
also true for the VR version of the game although you would            
be mistaken for thinking it was the same game/levels. 

The detail in SuperHot is very minimal and despite this the           
game looks visually appealing. The lack of detail allows the          
game to run very smoothly and allows the user to have a            
better experience in regards to frame rate. Animations in the          
game are also nicely done and do not look unnatural in any            
way. The game introduces a standstill experience for the         
VR[17], which is almost necessary as users might not have big           
areas to run around in when playing at home. This works well            
to stop some of the causes of VR simulation sickness. 

What the game lacks however, is fully functional control over          
the time standing still mechanic. On the PlayStation VR version,          
the motion controllers are a bit too sensitive meaning that          
although you are standing still you could slightly move a hand           
and time would start again[17]. This obviously destroys any         
immersion the user had in the game, as the game is not            
functioning as intended or how the user would expect it to.  
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There are also some complaints about the functionality of the          
controllers on a whole as the system would not pick up one of             
the motion controllers or one would disconnect. 

3.4 Summary 
 

Table 1. Simplified  SWOT table of examples explored 

Game Strengths Weaknesses 

Resident Evil 7 VR Controls 
customisation 
 
Graphically 
impressive for a 
VR game 

Scaled back 
graphically 
compared to base 
game 
 
Low frame rate 
on PlayStation 4 
Original 

Arizona Sunshine Controls 
customisation 
 
Good 
optimisation for 
VR platforms 

Control issues on 
PlayStation 
platform 
 
Low poly 
character models 

SuperHot VR High frame rates 
on all platforms 
 
Good 
optimisations for 
VR platforms 

Control issues on 
PlayStation 
platform 
 
Rigid control 
scheme 

 

In Resident Evil 7 VR we see how the developers make use of             
leaning and head movements to make the game more         
immersive and tense. Integrating controls that will allow the         
user to move with motion controllers, without teleporting, will         
be very important in our own project. This is because we           
would not want the user to skip past parts of the game by             
teleporting as they are supposed to experience our game in a           
similar way. The game also shows how much, graphically, it          
had to be scaled back to allow for an acceptable VR frame rate             
to mitigate VR simulation sickness.  

Arizona Sunshine shows that by having less detailed        
environments you can increase performance and therefore the        
experience of VR whilst playing. However, this can detract         
somewhat from the overall immersion as some character        
models do not look realistic or are poorly detailed. The level of            
environmental detail in this game should be roughly what my          
team is aiming for as the game runs very smoothly on the HTC             
Vive and PlayStation VR. We may be able to add extra detail            
into the environment as well, as we will not be introducing AI            
or enemies into the game. This will afford us more processing           
power to make a more believable and immersive environment         
and experience.  

SuperHot VR is a great game with a brilliant art style that suits             
the gameplay. The game shows how a minimalistic approach to          
the art style allows mechanics and gameplay to shine through          
while still immersing the player in an action-packed VR         
experience. This could be applicable to our team as none of us            
are professional 3D modelers or texture creators. This game         

also makes use of an excellent control scheme that is faultless           
on the HTC Vive, the platform we are targeting. 

To summarise these key players are varied in their approach on           
VR controls, features, and design that help mitigate VR         
simulation sickness. Each has their own way of approaching         
consumer comfortability in VR experiences see Table 1. 

3.5 USP 
The core unique selling points of these three games are varied           
from one another and they all have their own niches in the VR             
market. 

Resident Evil 7 is arguably the most prominent VR game out on            
the market currently, having been released at a time where          
very few well-known games have VR versions or releases. This          
has shown the gaming consumer base that VR can be utilized           
in AAA games, albeit in a downgraded version, and still deliver           
a great experience to most. As this technology continues to be           
researched and improved upon I have no doubt that we will           
see more AAA games integrate VR to create more immersive          
worlds. Furthermore, the game has also been one of the most           
immersive horror releases seen on VR to date. 

Arizona Sunshine at first glance is just another generic zombie          
shooter game, and these types of games have always been a           
good action-packed experience for users but predictable. The        
unique selling point of this game comes when they add VR to            
the mix. With few VR games and fewer that are well known,            
this game sits in an untapped sub-genre that makes the core           
gameplay loop more immersive and interactive than ever        
before. 

SuperHot is a prominent indie game that has amassed major          
attention from the gaming community for its unique        
mechanics and gameplay. Its unique mechanics and gameplay        
that cannot be found in any other modern games are the           
unique selling point of this product. This relates to our game as            
we are trying to create a tense and scary experience for users            
whilst not actually scaring them with cliché jump scares and          
monsters, which is not a largely explored area. Developers         
usually rely on jump scares and scary entities to create a           
thrilling horror experience, my team, on the other hand, want          
to take a more subtle approach to make users feel tense and            
scared. 

3.6 Approach 
There are many solutions for my team to implement that          
would help us to create a more detailed and immersive          
environment that is comfortable to experience in VR. One of          
these solutions would be to develop our game with the GTX           
970 Nvidia graphics card in mind which is one of the earliest            
and least powerful VR ready graphics cards supported by HTC          
Vive[10]. This will allow us to ensure every user on the HTC            
Vive will have an acceptable frame rate and will reduce VR           
simulation sickness cases whilst playing our game. Keeping this         
in mind it is unlikely that we will be able to create such a              
detailed environment as the one seen in Resident Evil 7. With a            
huge team of professionals working on the VR port, Capcom          
was able to optimise the game massively and allow for an           
acceptable experience in a highly detailed and immersive        
environment. With a team of four, it is unlikely that my team            
working on its first VR project will be able to optimise our            
game to allow for such a highly detailed environment. For this           
reason, I suggest that my team focuses on creating roughly the           
level of detail seen in Arizona Sunshine’s environments. I         
recommend at least 90 frames per second although some VR          
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games target 60 they are much more likely to have negative           
reviews due to VR simulation sickness. 

Unfortunately, the premise for our game sets the control         
scheme in stone. As we are wanting to deliver an immersive           
and subtle psychological horror experience we will not be able          
to implement teleportation movement mechanics and will       
instead have to opt for standard movement control schemes         
found in non-VR games. This could cause some issues with VR           
simulation sickness for end users. It is unlikely that my team           
and I will instead opt for the on-rails experience as we want            
users to explore our environment and have different        
experiences. We will have to remind users to remain seated          
during the experience, to take regular breaks from the game,          
and to take off the headset as soon as any feeling of illness             
arises. 

There will need to be an emphasis on delivering a one for one             
head tracking experience, which is supported by the HTC Vive.          
Our design choices have already lead us to have a low mobility            
game due to the genre and experience we are hoping to           
deliver. With our current control layout suggestion our game         
should remain low mobility, and if this were to change we           
should reconsider our control layout, with VR simulation        
sickness mitigation being of the utmost priority.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Combining the techniques researched in this paper, and being         
mindful of how our development process could impact the         
user's end experience, me and my team will be able to create            
an immersive psychological experience with a satisfying       
amount of environment detail whilst mitigating VR simulation        
sickness. 

Our focus on the control scheme, low mobility, and high frame           
rates should be enough to allow users to experience our short           
adventure before symptoms of VR simulation sickness begin to         
show up.  

Looking at the three examples researched in this paper we are           
able to clearly identify problems with developing for such a          
new technology. With little research and experimentation on        
the subject, we are unable to assure that users will not get VR             
simulation sickness whilst playing our game and must instead         
rely on mitigating and delaying VR simulation sickness. As our          
game product is set to be a short adventure, no longer than 30             
minutes, this should suit our needs all the same, with only the            
most sensitive to VR unable to stay immersed in our end           
product. 
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